About Us

Polymaster
Industrial

A trusted
partner

After a quarter of a century,
Polymaster is positioned as
the industry standard in liquid
storage. Why? Because we deliver
more than a product. We deliver
a promise. We are relied upon to
store, secure and safeguard on
behalf of our customers.

Our Story

SOLUTIONS DELIVERED AT EVERY SCALE

Whether it’s a water system for a mine site,
complex chemical storage or an integrated
dosing and measuring solution, we take on
the responsibility our customers put in us
because we know we have the unrivalled
experience to deliver.
WE MAY BE KNOWN FOR OUR TANKS.
WHAT WE REALLY PROVIDE IS ENGINEERED PERFECTION.
Our holistic solutions are creative, considered and customised.
Integrated, state-of-the-art and end-to-end to meet specific problems.
Best of all—they work. We have thousands of customers, businesses,
government departments and entire communities to prove it.
Today, we continue to be proactive, investing time and energy into
the role our technology will play in years to come. We’re proud to be
at the forefront of the industry, ahead of the curve and leading the way.
At Polymaster, together we hold the future.

Our People

We believe the expertise of our people is
due to our emphasis on cultural diversity,
training and a multi-skilled workforce. We
bring people together, strengthening the
communities in which we operate and
creating pathways for career and personal
development to fulfil their potential.
LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT
At Polymaster, we constantly invest in R&D, and we always
invite our people to contribute with new ideas as we strive
for improvement in every area.

We’re
Authentic

A proud Australian business since 1994,
we’ve earned an industry leading reputation
through reliable products and honest,
trusted, dependable service. We listen
to our clients, and we respond with quality
solutions which will help them to thrive.
Because at the end of the day, their
business is our business.

The Polymaster Difference

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

ENGINEERING

DOCUMENTATION

SERVICE

DELIVERY

WE’RE PRECISE

Our dedicated project managers take
full control of all our industrial projects
to ensure they stay on time and within
budget, as well as providing you with the
convenience of a single point of contact.
At Polymaster our highly experienced
project managers have an in-depth
knowledge of industrial projects.

Working closely with your engineering
team, our own highly skilled engineers
are ready to assist with all mechanical,
polymer and chemical related
requirements.

A high level of documentation is part
of the deliverables on any project.
Included are O&M Manuals, QA Reports,
Commissioning Reports, Inspection Test
Reports (ITP), Installation Guides and
Care Instructions.

Whether it’s supplying the complete
package from start-to-finish or simply
being one piece in our client’s build, we
can provide a level of service to suit
every application.

Polymaster tanks can be delivered direct
to any site. We arrange specific delivery
times to suit your timetable and on-site
requirements.

From our meticulous process to our
extensive distribution network and
after-sales support, every part of the
Polymaster experience is carefully
considered. The result? Precision
designed products manufactured to
perfection to do the job, and a holistic
end-to-end service with complete care
for guaranteed satisfaction.

Drawings are provided ensuring we’ve
met your construction brief so there are
no surprises with the delivered project.
CAD drawings are available to your
design team to save them precious time,
so they can incorporate them into your
overall plant drawings.

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
Because of our hands-on-approach to
design, our R&D team are continually
creating new products and ways to
store and dispense of liquids. These
innovative developments often happen
along-side our forward-thinking clients
that have very unique requirements
in mind.

Our resource library is one way to ‘cut
through’ the complexity of chemical
storage requirements. Our team can
provide you with critical steps from GA
Drawings, datasheets, through to footprint optimisation of a plant.

Our logistics team are highly skilled at
handling oversized freight – its what
they do every day. Over the last 25 years
we’ve learnt a few tricks along the way,
so they are more than happy to offer
unloading assistance when needed.

MANUFACTURING
From processing our own raw materials
through to finished product and final
fit-out, we have control over the entire
manufacturing process to ensure
absolute quality is upheld at every stage.

The Polymaster Difference Cont’

Stuart was fantastic to work
with ensuring technical design
& fabrication queries were
communicated in a timely manner
& providing details on suitable
alternative options & methods
where applicable.
It has been a positive experience,
and I‘m sure Santos will be using
Polymaster tanks as a preferred
supplier moving forward.
Simon M., Integrity Engineer – Santos GLNG

INSTALLATION

WE’RE INNOVATIVE

Installation is a key part of Polymaster’s
end-to-end solution. Having a wide
range of inhouse expertise allows us to
effectively install all solutions or provide
installation advice to contractors where
required.

We embrace each new challenge as a
way to improve our products and our
services. Known for thinking outside
the tank, we bring our collective creative
smarts to every opportunity, disrupting
conventional wisdom and delivering with
energy and expertise. Every day, in every
way, we go above and beyond.

PRODUCT CERTIFICATION
Our tanks undergo rigorous testing to
ensure quality. This includes hydrostatic
testing and ultrasonic thickness testing
to ensure the material we’re using is
the correct thickness. For our impact
testing, a sample from each tank is
frozen and impact is applied from a
specified height.

AUSTRALIAN STANDARDS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
Polymaster is certified to ISO9001
International Standards and undertakes
regular audits from third-party auditors.
Our tanks are certified to the
Polyethylene tank standard for water
& chemicals, AS/NZS4766:2006 for
1SG, 1.5SG and 2SG. This means that
every tank is independently tested &
certified to the AS/NZS4766 standard
and labelled to display manufacturing
details and serial number for complete
traceability.

Our work

AdBlue Forecourt Station

Sludge Clarification
Chemical Bunded Tanks

Personal Access Platform
Chemical Process Tanks

Chemical Storage Tanks with Agitators

Chemical Dosing System

Diesel Bunded Tanks

Process Water Tanks

Dosing System

Chemical Bunded Tanks

Corporate responsibility

We believe in setting and maintaining
the highest standards of behaviour towards
our people, our planet, and our communities.
HEALTH AND SAFETY
Above all, safety is our top priority. We follow strict health
and safety protocols across all of our workplaces.
PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT
The work we do helps everyday people and businesses give back to
the planet. We do this by allowing our clients to save water through reuse,
treat contaminated water in purpose-built chemical tanks, and replace old
concrete or earthen bunded systems with new sealed chemical resistant
polyethylene bunded tank solutions.
At Polymaster we’re proactive in our approach to sustainability. This
extends from the recycling of water and materials to conserving energy
and using environmentally-friendly technology. We also maintain large solar
farms at our locations which generate electricity and give back to the grid.
SUPPORTING THE COMMUNITY
We aim to build stronger and healthier communities through direct support
of local communities, charitable donations and support of non-profit
agencies in the areas in which we operate.

Image Solar farm at one of our plants.

With excellent pre-project
assistance, and a concerted
effort by all involved during the
design and build, our tanks were
delivered to the customer inside
schedule, and more than a week
ahead of our projected time frame.
This is a fantastic result, and we
look forward to partnering with
Polymaster Industrial again.
Mark L., Project Engineer – Water and Energy Technology Provider

1300 062 064
industrial.polymaster.com.au
Follow us

Polymaster Group

Together we
hold the future.

